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Abstract: This paper analyzes that the theme landscape in the atrium of university library retains 

cultural continuity, education, cohesion and incentive effects. On the basis of the analysis, the 

practice of designing the landscape in the atrium of the Qinghai University library shows that the 

landscape is a business card of the library, and is the focus of the whole learning culture, so there is 

huge impact by  environment on the reader's character, emotion and value. 

Introduction 

The theme landscape in the atrium of university library generally refers to the most eye-catching, the 

most representative features, which contains most of the attractions of campus culture, is a library 

card. At present, the theme landscape in the atrium of university library in china can be divided into 

three types: simple style, LED screen display and cultural implication ceremony. simple style is 

almost nothing about the design, such as Shaanxi Normal University Library, Lanzhou University 

library and so on. LED screen following at the entrance of the Department generally refers to hang 

LED screen, you can play the library or the school's important news and announcements, but also as 

an important showcase school academic achievement, campus culture propaganda window, LED 

screen display is common in china, such as Lanzhou Commercial College Library, Chongqing 

University library. The theme landscape's design is full of rich cultural implication in the atrium of 

university library, for example famous celebrities calligraphy, celebrities sculpture, painting and 

other celebrities. Tongji University Library uses antique poems screen's design, with many poems 

engraved on them, like a university library wall monument, writing "Encouraging Learning", up to 

10 meters. The atrium design in Tianjin Library is in the side wall of books, a metaphor "book 

mountain road to Trail”. The theme landscape in the atrium of university library has become a trend, 

more and more University Libraries are aware of the theme landscape as a library environment an 

important part in shaping a good image of the library, which plays an important role in making 

teachers and students cultivate sentiments continuation of the campus culture .[1]
  

 

Meaning and Function on the Theme landscape in Library 

The theme landscape in the atrium of university library is a special cultural landscape, and it is  

the first impression for a reader into the library obtained the most striking, the most memorable 

sights to reflect the entire library, cultural values to be passed by the entire university, spiritual style, 

aesthetics and values, which have some normative force and potential educational functions, and be 

enable to understand the subtle information it provides , so it is a library card.[2]The theme 

landscape in the atrium is both a physical and cultural landscape of the library, but also a spiritual 

culture.[3] 

cultural continuity. The library is one of the three pillars of universities, whose culture is an 

important part of college campus culture embodies a school library and growth blot. The History, 

traditions, culture and social values about one school, through a certain material carrier space of the 

display in the library, and the atrium is a focus on the theme landscape library culture, is a 
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continuation of the overall campus culture, education implies a huge potential significance. 

Education. An old saying, "knows nothing, doubts nothing" in favor of "living will choose 

Township, will travel on disability", which shows the environment on human behavior and 

psychology play a subtle role. The library is a learning center universities, leisure centers and 

exchange center, is one of the most frequented places of teachers and students. The Library Atrium 

landscape theme, it is a whole culture focused library, so the theme landscape design with a court 

which can stimulate curiosity, promote the exchange casual conversation feature when it creates a 

culture in the broadest sense will have real on educational content. Spiritual strength theme 

landscape is rich passed permeability, it forms a certain atmosphere through a certain image, to 

promote interaction between people.[4] 

Cohesion and Incentives. Rich cultural connotation of the theme landscape, not only for teachers 

and students have a subtle role in education, but also will give teachers and students a sense of 

belonging and identity, their love school, nursing school's collective sense of honor, in the invisible 

influence student learning, life, helps to develop students' social-emotional and collective spirit. 

The Analysis about Atrium Landscape Theme’ Design of Qinghai University Library 

Landscape design should highlight the theme of "territory", "meaning" combination. Theme 

landscape and the environment is integrated library's atrium. Readers re-examine the theme 

landscape, it would also around the "border" to make the corresponding requirements, where 

"territory" refers to the overall environment of the library atrium. Landscape design theme to be and 

the entire atrium style coordination, integration. Qinghai University Library has a book exhibition in 

the main atrium, lounge, electronic reading area and other areas, and adjacent to the cafe, the overall 

style in a relaxed, casual, comfort-oriented, soft colors, warm, bright, so the theme landscape design 

must relaxed, lively based not too depressed, to give the reader to enjoy the beauty. "Meaning" refers 

to the cultural landscape themes inherent implication. Theme Landscape To contain healthy cultural 

mood, spiritual strength have passed permeability, to be able to convey cultural values, spiritual 

values in the nurture of the school, to educate readers have potential significance. Qinghai University 

Library adhering to the " learning competing river," the pride of Qinghai University, the theme 

landscape design, efforts to pass such a mood to the whole school Rucker determined as vast Kunlun 

vulgarity; school knowledge as the Yangtze and Yellow torrents, always perseveres.[5] 

The design about Atrium landscape theme of Qinghai University Library. The design about 

Atrium landscape theme of Qinghai University library  is based on the idea of traditional Chinese 

painting techniques, combined with modern installation art, design and three-dimensional plane, a 

combination of dynamic and static landscape works. The whole landscape, the vision of the sky 

using stone reliefs transfer techniques to highlight the effect of combining stone, medium shot of 

stone stacked landscape modeling results, the use of LED lights adorn the gap stacked, close-range 

effect of the dynamic water curtain to show "waterfalls three thousand feet "mood. 

The main difficulty lies in the huge size of the design, to reach 18 * 9 square meters, for the 

coordination of proportion, color matching is more difficult. Appreciation is a creation, the whole 

landscape works, static and dynamic binding, escorts readers through the heart, deeply understand 

the meaning of the painting to express. 

The Connotation about Atrium landscape Theme of Qinghai University Library. Chinese 

culture is inseparable from the cultural landscape, always focus on the landscape, detached from 

reality outside, quiet and purification of the mind. "When the proud official career and the world 

economy after the Hermitage Yin frustrated sigh Love Affair", since ancient times, the cultural 

landscape has pulled the heartstrings of people, is enlightenment of the chest, made it in pen and ink, 

pour it in poetry, painting, literature, philosophy and other ideological crystallization, has a unique 

artistic appeal, spiritual penetration. Qinghai University Library Atrium theme landscape design also 

has multiple meaning, has great educational potential.[6] 
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 Having great aspiration like high mountains and studying unremittingly like running rivers. 

Qinghai University's motto is "Having great aspiration like high mountains and studying 

unremittingly like running rivers". Currently, there is no one to compare to highlight just the right 

motto within Qinghai University campus landscape, Qinghai University Library theme landscape just 

to fill this gap, the reader saw the theme landscape, Qinghai University's motto will contact 

involuntary, and appreciate, "Li Germany determined as vast, vulgarity; school knowledge as the 

Yangtze and Yellow torrents, tough and focused, "the mood, subtle feelings among Qinghai 

University scholarship lofty sentiments and an indomitable will.            

As an ancient Chinese saying goes，"Tweeting songbirds gather together by sunset; The crystal 

clear water mirrors the jade green lush by pond side". "Tsinghua" justice clear water, clean leisurely 

place. Qinghai University and Tsinghua University is one assistance unit, the rapid development of 

Qinghai University Library, largely thanks to the selfless help of Tsinghua University, Tsinghua 

University Scholars' actions speak louder than words "scholarship, let the spirit of things, Qinghai 

University deep feelings. Qinghai University Library Atrium theme landscape choose this option also 

express Tsinghua University in Wynne, gratitude. 

"Why is it so clear? Because there is always running water that flowing from its source”, As 

an ancient Chinese saying goes. Knowledge is constantly updated and development, so as to 

continuously accumulate only in life learning constantly learning, the use and exploration, to make 

their own art and eternal vitality. Many Libraries have been keen to use this poem as advised school 

motto, many libraries directly to this calligraphy poem as the theme landscape. However, the use of 

too motto flooding, it is easy to arouse the reader's resentment, but have a negative effect. The design 

intrinsic subtly encouraging learning transfer to the reader, so that the reader "see" into a more 

profound understanding of knowledge. 

"The wise enjoy water, the benevolent enjoy mountains. " Benevolent in the mountains of stable, 

broad and rich, the savings and temper their benevolence; the wise man wading line, looked into the 

water and thinking to wash themselves clean blue sanity. Traditional Chinese culture in shaping 

human landscape character, cultivate people's sentiments, such as purification of the human mind has 

a positive effect. Theme landscape’s design chosen to give the reader a sense of quiet beauty of clear, 

with a library "relaxed, casual, comfortable" design philosophy fit and able to create Mind readers 

unconsciously. 

In one word, The design about Atrium landscape theme of Qinghai University library continues 

the rich cultural heritage, to create a rich affinity of culture, and  teachers and students can be very 

good sense of belonging and identity, Qinghai University as an upgrade members of honor, pride. 

Conclusion 

The theme landscape in the atrium of university library is  the best captured readers eye, leading to 

resonate with readers design a business card of the library, but also at the focus of the entire library 

culture. Readers can not only understand the physical design from a specific cultural landscape 

theme, and its character, emotion and values can be influenced by subtle. For the design, we should 

fully integrate the university's cultural values, history, spiritual values, so that the theme landscape 

inherent mood, unwittingly "spill" out.[7] 
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